Sparco Brand
Wirebound Memo Book
3" x 5"
Narrow Ruled
50 Sheets

Manufactured for S.P. Richards Co., Atlanta, GA
pampered: Peggy Mann, a Room in Paris
Don McQuinn: Target Sugarpuss Grip
arrested y talent (Monty's)
- house arrest

Yoma

lit
dull: edges gone? forest dark bottom
minute trace
John R - P2V Neptune
- Antarctica

Pizzaworks: chips for Chinese TUS

Honorable & E (Smith)

minute tune / pronounced tune

embroidery / soul
Gather critically in the church in the leading line of Dogma.

Admonishing tune.

That starts.

She was grizly aware of her nipples budding. My opinion was crossed his legs urgently.

Got me.
other lock

I'd done the whole thing slaughtered.

been been done s-things

his shade of blue blood...

added

She realized none it had taken for him to work up to this.
There were periods when he seemed to pulse
the air as if a basic
sensory had been
ripped from him,
Tea or smell or
smelling.
Nearby there
shaken

Behind me, it was
said,
The act of attraction and the other room had been admitted into (Wing C).

Blue of his blood with silvered bayonet steel, those flying colors.

Phil S. simply said so long, old boy.

Uninvited

General existence might be a hopeless mess (flack now become)
22 - 1

p. 23 - grab line

Nightly Star

5x9 D. J. Groove
School band. Maura
Lothario

Morton Gould
Sprint 121 for String

was called chair
What grade.
@ 1st light

MT Battalion ? (regiment)

then he ad made out.

companionship

Sincerely, 195 - 2 rub in

recognize accuracy
Music Lib
Old Dudley Collection:
1978 autograph collection:
@ Met's Opera -
-Caruso - Sch/Heinc
-Cecile Chaminade
(18-12)

Storrow 195 = 2 hubs in car tire & 1 creation

exquisite uncertainty

glorious
Trovador - 254

John

DO - 2. con

call Cheryl Maze

on evidence

Mont Calhoun? (reynier?)

Camanche on Rio 6?

.49 - just better
.50 - only slower
.55 - just long enough?
.60 - from Sudan
C-Itals
6T = e of or

MT regiment
galvanized Vanden-achmans

UBA Store:
- Mark to Turn
  Jonathan Holden

- morning 7 - world

Edust 7 - 1910 - Halley's

D. 22 - steadily move
Nov. 22 - 3

See this, my son? while you sleep?

Nov. 24 - W'words @ 10

Miss the

el, not EL

unintentionally started using
Not brightest light on planet

Heart-stirring

Back when I was a grown-up,

543-4050

830-5 MT
9:30-1 50
batteries: D or yellow flat denw
6 or lantern batteries

I remember (box on wall)
- but then memory went lame. How we got to hanged) ... I do not know.
- but memory came up lame.

Little Jackson [71, 17]\% and [61/2% a graphit. (OVER)
(metaphor) wrong woman
an occasion
awkward contrived
result of my - sorry - a
art night, a monster was
as rational or real
ting.

Pounding away, love boy
who knows and had
such speech in him,

Robert dtd.

Put it from mind.
CLT:
- ½ over 80
- call M Kastner

not be constrained
pub date? or review
plate?

cones

c"tain
check Senegal
6017 Rukt

2 Cort Con Jus
R & C 75 km
plate

plate?
copax?
c/ same
book
Not: Brightest light on planet.

St. Ray, p. 15 - mutation of heart

Some massage?
Haircut

Gravings of a single spear of

Be a guy
Richard
Hollywood Vid
R. Shack - connector

Do waves crash
40 tip you

Madonna Sally?

as aura & he will become
coming around & again.
Will library:
resource ten company
- public
- Melville gate

call two long time

tiddley

Nelson Eddy?
do smart he mulls himself
coming around corner.
ACE:
- pole cutter
- spring
- mailbox
- paint

5AS shoes

'36 underwear
- 2 pm socks
- PJ's
Tues. 8X7  900
Scuddaen  $12.01
T&F Price  $17.50

contains 1 air
air compress

man left town (died)
Linda (John Coldrey)

/adm to Int. person

M. bounders of self
become +/lind

- may've populated w/detail
- /lind. bounders of

+ with self

David -

ambulance o pop
culture

- conflict w/bl same
in memoir & buffalo
characters in fiction.
Ann Mc
17 for pie
no champ glasses
trays OK
cannot re-Order veggies?
April 8

curlew

Dec. 19 - 12CTS

Do the sixty wind
has never blown
for 30 sec.

1/22 a cue
Rug
SW corner 29" X 60 loosely
7" X 5" from border, X
1/2 on board E or mid
shear leg

SE corner 33 1/2 from border
NE "corner" of board
3 X 70, 34"

Pad 2 3/4" in on sides
1 1/2" in on ends
This is a list:

- check turkey
- change clothes/closet
- make dinner/coffee
- full evaporates, set up
- pot

12 - people arrive

3:15 walk

Mail stage
p. 134 - balcony names OK? (Rango's)?
P. 137 - 1910, EV files
p. 141 - spray stump WPA
p.143 - Eng Ck names
p.151 - What did that mean.

p.154 - Max Vannaman for Whitting Season?

p.159 - several ranches on Noon Ck

Nelson Eddy in mid 20's?

p.239 - Milk B. O. Ramsay

Place
gay as a dicky bird

dozen than end

lost shown @ Brescia

skip! go us ahead

Spartan Prairie

it is already

past reckoning that there

of us who went to sell out

there has grandparents in full

cities that did not even

exist back then.
I'm still not decided that (b. boxcar coming Co)
people from: Hôtel Sec. (50 years since 1910)

Tall Grass Bakery
5907 24th Ave NW
706-0991

only gap
I know we are not. flyer
October calendar has sold my
boat. fly 2 W Was. Diap. sailing
apart, X 6 times on wonder
UBS

CDs: Sarah MacLochlan?

Susannah McCaslae?

Morton Gould: Spirituals for Strings

Marian McPartland

see old list

Xmas card for C

Books (see over)

- House fiction & poetry
- John Berger essays
- Russell Rowland?
Secret of Santa Vittoria
-Robert Creeden
Sergio's childhood memoir

Note: Some text is not legible.
Sale - Nell's

Bosc
Conference (rent)
(Cori carol)

Stop man / Keith
Kyle ≠ none
PAHLKA w/proof decks

140,000,000

.03

Make it 10, Mr. Mate.

Lee Ann Reed

but green won't anytime in two.
3
917.471 NY, M 794 nE Paul Moland

2
F128.5 Silent Travels C52 - Ching Yee
You never un able to take a half of
some o' that,
stuff it in ya hat
hat off
hang ya hat over that
I did.
I'd advice you to
I can give you a half
I argument o' that any
time you want it.
ever so like...

Beyond monotonous. Start of death.

Audacious as an idiot

pass. hat

Now that's music to ear.

affidavit (hole in hat)

Another voice for company here (a place like that)
In theory ... but that was being tested.

I and have been glad for any other voice for company in a place where two

Linda - Merrill

Running
$\sqrt{400/140,000}$

$34$

$35 / 105 / 150$

To be done w/ turnover it to mend his conscience.
Sat mid-day
- best venue

Myntra B-
- San Ramn

283 Hook

jump across stage

Chautelaun Two/week

"Week of West!" (Phil)

"Welcome back to

C[(NZ,]"
Em, do you want a taste of what we can't have?

Amsterdam News:
"M, it is all right. I'm not alone, except for a crazy man o' phone."

Yes indeed, Mr. D. I do hope you x Phil can make it to (next musical)

He'd throw a fit if he knew of our little excursion, left alone if I was to walk you xo. x xo.
clearly itself had changed, no fathom a ledge 1 incident

eager less or unity even W S doing her best
(360) 379-9339
(low tide)

\[
\frac{640}{30} = \frac{200}{10}
\]

lately recalled

'Wait, ain't generally way
to git anymore.'
deployed
RTair
p. 15 - give me now
neone: in all charity
" : cry: holy, b
" : yes, 
" : It grew clear that
" : emitted
" : eyes out like organ stops
" : held gaze w/ him
p. 70: Warren W. Thickeat
p. 73: quaking ash
p. 75: Person's forehead
p. 76: Nun's, 3 yrs since
" " : kept a sideway eye on
p. 80: Wait like weapons
neone: tossed (that) off
" : as / person could
p. 96 - 1 new cousin
p. 97 - view from Anymi: no other h'heads
p. 113 - Floor drop, 2d Yrine
p. 118 - anti-d-oven
re-we, nothing known on earth
p. 140 - press bed in veins, drained y...
re-we: eyewave washed up
p. 169 - maggot meat verse
p. 182 - a bit/after if you can stand it.
2/9 - again, mocking skitter

from herself
2/24 - Vancie b. Nov/11 '99
"Wait," word shaped itself...
more gold
think we cd...
pale sudden hand
From 80 to 90 daily doses to last end of revelation.
holding action

pinnow
NY-millionaire
hang
City Plant

cake is all dough.
- Duke Ellington

Francis O'Hara
R for rain
298 - shouted... no echo
303 - 1st Xen of sheep
306 - Adam: floating glances
315 - 7 min trans-bellied
323 - hited / in / sector
327 - Sam & 4 in Scarecrows
335 - Gustafson!
353 - So he said, Solomon.
355 - Olawin cecelled out onto
pillows
365 - fire in a basket
chicked himself up / side
4 dm. other
reasoned hard of his
himself
no  at 8

obso en... between 33 - 333

right to left - 327 - 227

sample printout: 327 - 333

well...

523 - 523

523 - 523

523 - 523

what's it in New York?

327 - 227

let's see if we can

let's start at 523

327 at 227

notting

failed

lost me planet

need help

planets
Jazzical Classics
Rand and Hanna

all effort to make it effortless

will take a boulder
se if I can.

Here's one for you.
Dick Brown:
- Mark Wyman: Miles City
corner's reports - suicides
- Clyde Melnor Granville Stuart
OK? "stranger" ? is him?

Making his way across
landscape

[note: partially obscured]
43,740

\[
\begin{array}{c}
15 \\
\underline{50} \\
55 \\
\underline{7500} \\
12600 \\
\underline{127500} \\
127500 \\
1.175 \\
\hline
637500 \\
892500 \\
\underline{1275000} \\
21312
\end{array}
\]